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1. Overview 
1.1. In March 2015, Microsoft announced its intent to directly offer PSTN services via Skype for 

Business within Office 365 (O365) “prior to the end of the year.”  

1.2. This month, Microsoft unveiled a preview for three new O365 offers: Skype 

Meeting Broadcast, PSTN Conferencing, and Cloud PBX with PSTN Calling.  

1.3. Microsoft intends to commercially release these three services globally, 

though PSTN is only expected in the US this year (likely this fall).  

1.4. Microsoft also announced a new E5 subscription for O365 featuring “Cloud 

PBX” that replaces the E4 subscription.  

1.5. Microsoft is becoming a global carrier and direct UCaaS provider, 

though rarely (if ever) uses the term “carrier.” 

2. Updated Messaging  
2.1. Lync previously and now Skype4B were designed as premises-based solutions. Microsoft is not 

simply hosting the same solution in O365. The hosted offer has limited features. The exact 

feature package online has not yet been announced.  

2.2. All of these services were available previously for Lync Online. PSTN services were previously 

provided by partners. The big difference is that Microsoft is now directly offering PSTN as an 

add-on, but PSTN services will continue to be available from partners. The direct offer should 

simply setup and management. Meeting broadcast size is being expanded. 

2.3. Multiple PSTN options exist for O365: Several third-party premises-based and UCaaS solutions 

offer integration with O365. Also, several partners host Skype4B with PSTN (with or without 

O365 integration).  

3. Observations 
3.1. Microsoft’s move to become a carrier and UCaaS provider represents a strategic shift that 

probably makes sense, though it will be painful and disruptive for many of Microsoft’s partners. 

This form of evolutionary channel conflict is not new. Over the past few years, partners have 

seen Microsoft get into PC hardware, mobile phone hardware, and even retailing. Expect 

significant confusion from carriers and providers as they sort out if Skype4B is friend or foe. 

3.2. Becoming a global carrier is not a simple undertaking. Many point out that the consumer 

version of Skype already offers carrier services. While certainly Skype likely assisted with the 

evolution, the new offering is very different. Skype4B’s new services are broader and include 

E911 and call detail not found in Skype. Microsoft has publicly stated that the regulatory 

requirements are the primary cause of a staggered global roll-out.   

3.3. Azure was not built for real-time communications. This is why Skype4B Online is hosted in a 

separate O365 cloud operation which is less distributed.  

3.4. Microsoft supports OTT connections, but strongly encourages customer orgnaizations to 

implement a private MPLS or Ethernet WAN connection to its data centers. Though available 
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from several carriers, the services is branded Microsoft ExpressRoute® which connects 

customers to both Azure and O365 centers.  

3.5. Microsoft has not clearly stated the features and pricing associated with the PSTN add-on 

known as “PSTN Calling.” It is clear that whatever Microsoft does release this year is only a 

starting point. This is typical in cloud services – ready, fire, aim. Expect a more robust offer to 

develop over the next 24 months.  

3.6. The initial launch of PSTN services are expected to fall under O365’s 99.9% SLA. This SLA is not 

competitive for UCaaS. Regardless, significant adoption is expected as many O365 subscribers 

will find the new offer acceptable. 

3.7. With the preview services, the setup was reasonably intuitive, but involved multiple screens 

and a time delay within the process. This will likely improve before and after the GA release, 

but unlikely to be as simple as many competitive offerings. Setup does require administrative 

access on Office 365 – The new PSTN service is not intended for individual subscribers.  

3.8. There are two separate components (two prices) to realize PSTN services from Microsoft: An 

O365 subscription plus the PSTN Calling option.  

3.9. Microsoft will likely offer PSTN options for several O365 subscriptions, not just the E5.  

4. Opinion 
4.1. Microsoft is launching its pure cloud UCaaS offer relatively incomplete. It appears to be light on 

features and assurances. There’s no indication it will offer performance metrics, multiple class 

of services, or toll-free numbers. Desktop phones and analog services do not appear to be part 

of the Microsoft offer, so if needed will need to be sourced separately.  

4.2. The suitability and popularity of Skype4B Online will increase as the functional disparity 

between the hosted and premises-based version shrinks.  

4.3. Microsoft arguably led the industry with its vision of UC, but is now (slowly) pivoting toward 

cloud with the same vision. Meanwhile, competitors are moving ahead with clientless options, 

contact center solutions, mobile-first design, and messaging solutions.  

4.4. PSTN Calling is neither a perfect fit for SMB or enterprise. SMB users will find it relatively 

expensive and enterprise users will find it relatively limited. This could change very quickly.  

4.5. Microsoft appears enterprise focused with its UCaaS offer. It appears to be leaving the SMB 

market to partners as it builds its base of enterprise O365 subscriptions.  

4.6. It should be noted that “Cloud PBX” within E5 does not include PSTN. It is meant to describe 

cloud-based call control that can utilize PSTN services either premises-based or O365 provided. 

The premises-based solution involves a new type of server pool that Microsoft is architecting. 

Microsoft intends to simplify the premises-based resources required for this model.  

4.7. E5 licensing is likely to run between $30 and $40/user month (E1 is $8, E2 was $12, E3 is $20, 

and E4 was $22). Note that E5 will replace E4. The PSTN option will be priced per user (not per 

trunk) and will probably cost around $25. Street pricing will be lower as most enterprises 

receive discounts off list.  

4.8. Lync/Skype4B has primarily been competing against other UC solutions. While that story 

continues, Microsoft is now taking-on UCaaS providers and carriers. It is a high risk strategy 

with potentially high rewards. Expect some former partners to rebel.  


